
Analytics Dashboard for Tracking 7th Grade Math Progress

Unit Focus: Algebraic Understanding and Geometric Skills

Data Sources:

● Quizzes and Assessments: Track scores and individual questions for each student.
● Classwork and Homework: Monitor completion rates, accuracy, and common errors.
● Exit Tickets and Formative Assessments: Gauge understanding at key points in the

unit.
● Student Surveys and Reflections: Gather self-reported confidence and insights on

challenges.

Dashboard Layout:

1. Overall Performance:
○ Class Average: Show overall score trends for quizzes and assessments.
○ Distribution of Scores: Visualize the spread of scores using histograms or

boxplots.
○ Student Progress: Display individual student progress lines compared to the

class average.
2. Specific Skill Areas:

○ Algebraic Understanding:
■ Graphing and Equations: Track accuracy in plotting points, lines, and

solving equations visually.
■ Expressions and Operations: Monitor performance in simplifying

expressions, order of operations, and variable manipulation.
■ Problem Solving: Analyze success rates in multi-step word problems

involving algebraic concepts.
○ Geometric Skills:

■ Shapes and Properties: Monitor understanding of area, perimeter,
volume, and angle measurements for different shapes.

■ Transformations and Symmetry: Track accuracy in identifying and
applying rotations, reflections, and translations.

■ Proofs and Reasoning: Monitor progress in constructing and evaluating
geometric proofs.

3. Strengths and Areas for Improvement:
○ Heatmaps: Identify topics with consistently high or low scores across the class.
○ Error Analysis: Categorize common mistakes in quizzes and assignments to

pinpoint specific areas of difficulty.
○ Student-Specific Insights: Highlight individual strengths and weaknesses

based on performance data and self-reflections.
4. Actionable Insights:

○ Targeted Interventions: Recommend remedial activities or differentiated
instruction based on identified areas for improvement.



○ Formative Assessment Strategies: Suggest specific formative assessment
techniques to address common misconceptions.

○ Personalized Feedback: Provide actionable feedback to each student based on
their individual progress and learning needs.

Visualizations:

● Utilize a combination of charts, graphs, and tables to present data in a clear and
concise manner.

● Employ color-coding and interactive elements to enhance data exploration and
interpretation.

● Ensure the dashboard is visually appealing and engaging for students and teachers
alike.

Benefits:

● Provides a data-driven overview of student progress and unit effectiveness.
● Helps identify areas of strength and weakness for both individual students and the

class as a whole.
● Informs instructional decisions and facilitates targeted interventions to address specific

learning needs.
● Empowers students to take ownership of their learning and track their own progress.

Remember:

● Continuously update the dashboard with new data to track progress over time.
● Encourage students to engage with the dashboard and discuss their learning insights.
● Use the dashboard findings to inform adjustments to the unit plan and teaching

strategies.

By implementing this comprehensive analytics dashboard, teachers can gain valuable
insights into their 7th graders' math progress, personalize instruction, and ultimately drive
successful learning outcomes in algebraic understanding and geometric skills.


